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ABOUT MESTATS

AUDIENCE

72K

25K

150K

50K

Nyomi is  a retired multi award winning adult  film star,
transitional life coach, sex & relationship coach, author,
entrepreneur and philanthropist. Outside of her acting career,
Nyomi is an ambassador for numerous products and brands. 

Nyomi’s charm and beauty have caught the attention of fans
from all around the world, making her one of the most popular
and celebrated adult film stars in the industry. As a successful
businesswoman, Nyomi’s inspiring story continues to motivate 
 men & women to achieve their dreams and follow their passions
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COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES

Social Promotion includes posts to
various social media channels
including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,  
and Tiktok. Price is dependent on
platform, quantity of posts, custom
imagery and type of content. Packages
are available. 

Product Review includes a full post
dedicated to your brand. These honest
reviews included a product (or service)
description, pros and cons and custom
photography. These posts are usually
heavy on high-quality imagery.

Sponsored posts are unique blog posts
created to showcase your product in
an authentic and creative way. These
posts are often highly engaging copy
wise and can range from tutorials to
outfit posts.

Brand Ambassadorship includes a series
of social promotions, often weekly or bi-
weekly, as well as inclusion in at least 1
blog post throughout the month. Price is
dependent on deliverables expected
and may be negotiated in exchange.

SOCIAL PROMOTION

PRODUCT REVIEW

SPONSORED POST

BRAND AMBASSADOR

info@asknyomi.com asknyomi.com



Bridging The Gap
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ABOUT MESTATS

AUDIENCE

16.7K

25K

16.7K

16.7K

Ask Nyomi Bridging the Gap podcast in which listeners are invited
to submit questions for her to answer. Questions range from
topics such as relationships, career advice and how to navigate
through difficult times, to general lifestyle advice and tips. 
 Through this platform, Nyomi gives her audience the opportunity
to engage with her on a deeper level, providing them with advice
and counsel that they can take away and apply to their own
lives. 

The audience of Ask Nyomi Bridging The Gap is diverse, but
primarily focuses on individuals who feel disconnected from
their current circumstances and are looking for a way to bridge
the gap between where they are and where they want to be.

6.14K 7K 2K 1K
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Available on all listening platforms
iheart Radio, Spotify, Apple Podcast, Google, Spreaker,  Amazon Podcast, Pandora
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SPONSORED  OPPORTUNITIES

 Social Media Feature on Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube. - A 15-30 second
commercial spot on 2 episodes of Ask
Nyomi Bridging The Gap

 25 min Segment: $75 
 45 min Segment: $125  
1 hour Segment: $150

 Social Media Feature on Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, and
YouTube. - A 15-30 second
commercial spot on 4 episodes of Ask
Nyomi Bridging The Gap Podcast 

- Social Media Feature on Facebook,
Instagram, and YouTube. - A 15-30
second commercial spot on 1 episodes
of Ask nyomi Bridging The gap Podcast

LIVE STREAMING AD SPOTS

SPONSORED SEGMENT 

PODCAST AD SPOTS

SPONSORED EPISODE

info@asknyomi.com asknyomi.com

$150 $250

$100



Let's Create
Something Worth

Listening To

Ask Nyomi Bridging The Gap is the perfect platform to promote your brand. With
over half a million followers on all platforms, we can help you reach the right

audiences and ensure that your product or service is seen by the people who will
be most interested in it.

   
We’ve proven success with our previous campaigns and know how to ensure that

your message cuts through the noise and resonates with our audience. 
 

By partnering with us, you’ll be able to benefit from our comprehensive social
media marketing expertise and get the best return on your investment. 

 
Plus, with our award-winning content, you’ll have access to diverse stories,

interviews and honest insight from individuals who have found success through
their personal journeys. 

 
Invest in our Ask Nyomi Bridging The Gap sponsorship package and you won't

regret it. -

Special Grandfathered in packages are Available
As we continue to grow are, your package prices will stay the same. but it's only apply to 

Gold, Silver & Bronze Packages those are 2, 4,6 months commitments. Email for those prices. 



BRIDGING THE GAP
PODCAST

Interested in Partnership or
Sponsorship?

Contact: info@asknyomi
WWW.ASKNYOMI.COM

@ASKNYOMI


